Number of submitted sessions (2019): 263
Number of submitted sessions (2022): 209

Number of individual papers (2019): 280
Number of individual papers (2022): 126

Total Conference Sessions: 191

The initial call for papers was issued at the 107th annual conference in September 2021. The early bird submission deadline for panels and individual papers was March 18, 2022. The final submission deadline for panels and individual papers was April 19, 2022. The chair and co-chair had conference calls with the AP Committee and regular conference calls with each other and the Executive Director. We anticipated having the schedule completed and uploaded into All-Academic by mid-July. We met that goal. More than previous years, the process leading up to the completion of the program presented a number of challenges. The October 2022 report will outline these issues and recommendations and recap the conference.

Conference Sessions
- Plenaries-3
- Key Sessions-6
- Panel-47
- Paper-20
- Film festival (virtual and in-person)-29
- Poster-2
- Tour-3
- Workshop-21
- Roundtable-33
- Meals-4
- Media-1

New Conference Activities
- Felix Armfield Dissertation Pitch
- Howard Mellon Workshops
- Students from NC&T to serve as Woodson Conference Fellows
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